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The pandemic of ignoring black scholars and their significant contributions to our society

is very prevalent throughout history. Over 400+ years of mistreatment, social/physical death and

dehumanization has made it “virtually impossible for slaves and future descendants to attain

equal status in society.” (Ted-Ed, The Atlantic Slave Trade) However, through trials and

tribulations, our perseverance triumphed. Remarkable activists, lawyers, and politicians such as

William Haste, Robert Smalls, and Claudette Colvin who’s brave yet overlooked impact have

forever aided black people all over the world to achieve greater heights. One especially

overlooked contributor to black history is Katherine Johnson. A black engineer in America

confirmed and calculated the path of multiple missions to space. Katherine Johnson should be

remembered and seen as an exceptional engineer because of her monumental achievements, her

perseverance in breaking glass ceilings, and ultimately, her substantial impact on how black

scholars and students are viewed today.

Katherine Johnson was born on August 26, 1918, in White Sulphur Springs, WV. During

her early academic years, she was at the top of her class and extremely gifted in mathematics. So

gifted that Johnson jumped multiple grades and by 10 years old, she entered high school. “ By

18, Johnson was the third African American to get a Ph.D. in mathematics with the highest

honors.” (Dunbar) Johnson was an exceptionally bright student with an abundant love for

mathematics. Eventually, her passion for math led Johnson to get a teaching job in 1937. In June

of 1953, Johnson got a job with NACA’s all-black West Computing Section and later NASA as

an engineer who specialized as a research mathematician and as an aerospace technologist.
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Subsequently, Katherine Johnson should be remembered and seen as an exceptional

engineer because of her monumental achievements. With 33 years of experience working as a

black engineer at NACA/NASA, Johnson soon enough accomplished earth-shattering

achievements. Johnson was the first woman in her division to get credit as an author for research

papers, calculated where and when to launch Apollo 11 in 1969, in addition, Johnson also

calculated the path for Freedom 7, the spacecraft that put the first U.S astronaut in space, Alan B.

Shepard, Jr. The next year, confirmed the correct calculations for John Glenn on the Friendship 7

becoming the first U.S astronaut to orbit space.

Additionally, Katherine Johnson should be remembered and seen as an exceptional

engineer because of her perseverance in breaking glass ceilings; these achievements may be seen

as “ minuscule “ to one’s eye. However, Johnson’s “ computer-like brain “ and passion ultimately

led to America’s first man launch to space. Johnson lived in a period where segregation and

racism were at their peak. Nevertheless, Johnson broke through societal standards that kept her in

a box, pushed through gender biases, and assisted in mankind’s greatest achievement in global

history.

After a long time, Katherine Johnson should be remembered and seen as an exceptional

engineer because of her substantial impact on how black scholars and students are viewed today.

Johnson’s specialties in orbital mechanics, research papers, mathematics, and activism forever

assisted black people in our modern world. With Johnson’s incredible impact, The U.S has

finally made a successful launch to space, the acknowledgment of Johnson’s research papers

gave rise to opportunities for women, especially black women to get credit. Furthermore, she

decided to take a teaching job in 1937 at a slowly desegregated black school that promoted black
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education. Johnson's contribution to breaking racial barriers in the aerospace field aided black

people to get a stepping stone to success.

In essence, Katherine Johnson born in White Sulphur Springs, WV was an exceptionally

bright student and engineer with capabilities far from what the white man could imagine. Her

revolutionary achievements in aerospace and her nonstop activism for racial equality and gender

bias have influenced our modern-day substantially. Though Johnson’s remarkable achievements

haven’t been reached worldwide, Johnson’s light hasn’t been extinguished. Without Johnson’s

contributions, mankind wouldn’t have made its mark on the world and outer space. Katherine

Johnson should be remembered and seen as an exceptional engineer because of her monumental

achievements, her perseverance in breaking glass ceilings, and ultimately, her substantial impact

on how black scholars and students are viewed today.
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